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LEVERAGING GOVERNMENT AND COMMERCIAL
INVESTMENTS

William P. D’Amico
US Army Research Laboratory

ABSTRACT

It is tempting to conceive a program that is self-contained and to fiscally control the all
the necessary developments. Such a path will lead to a program that is technically stove-
piped and extremely expensive. For the test and evaluation (T&E) community, products
are often developed only for single application. We do not exist in such times. The use of
other program's products and commercial products is basically required. This is the path
that the Hardened Subminiature Telemetry and Sensor System (HSTSS) has taken.

The HSTSS philosophy required that the technologies common to telemetry systems be
examined for reduction in cost, size, ease of use, and above all the survivability under
high-g or high shock environments. It was clear that HSTSS could not support all of these
requirements for transmitters, batteries, electronic packaging, and sensors and be
realistically affordable with a good return on investment. This paper describes how the
HSTSS program has accomplished the development of new batteries, transmitters, and
data acquisition devices based upon a leveraged acquisition strategy.
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INTRODUCTION

HSTSS is a program dedicated to improving the ability of the RDT&E communities to
affordably develop, test, and field the next generation of gun-launched munitions. A
number of measurement technologies are needed across a broad field of munition
applications (projectiles, submunitions, and small rockets/missiles). The success of the
HSTSS program rests on a group of technologies – transmitter, data acquisition, power
supply, and high-density electronics – whose cost may be more than the original funding
plan. It must be recognized that the defense industry is in an upside down position in that
commercial technologies and practices now drive the shape and nature of DoD’s
munition concepts and weapon systems. The race to the moon (although not a true DoD



program) was responsible for major investments to develop the necessary technologies,
and they, in turn, spawned commercial products and processes. Today and into the future,
the commercial sector will be the engine for the defense sector. Of course there will be
DoD-unique programs producing one-of-a-kind systems, but the affordability and utility
of defense products must have a foundation in commercial technologies and practices.

The HSTSS philosophy was to develop a compatible and configurable set of technologies
that could support unique design requirements and physical configurations for gun-
launched munitions. It would have been completely foolish to survey what tactical
systems were scheduled for development and test and to attempt to build fixed
configurations of flight test appliques. Who could or would guarantee the munition shape
and performance, predict measurement needs or accuracies, quantities or costs, etc. Also,
given that an HSTSS system could be used few or many times and be needed on very
short notice, cost and time to market factors become all important.

The basic feature of any HSTSS technology must be survival the high shock and harsh
flight environments (vibrations, centrifugal acceleration due to spin, extreme pressures
and temperatures, etc.) gun-launched munitions. This survival philosophy drives two
features: reduction of mass and minimization of radial offset. More specifically and less
elegantly put, every thing must be as small as possible and located on the longitudinal
axis of the munition. These constraints are of course unrealistic in that every component
can not be totally miniaturized and isolated to avoid centrifugal acceleration;
compromises must be made. It was realized that electronic packaging technologies could
perhaps most easily meet these criteria, except where military quantities and
environments may void the use of “best commercial” practices. It was then assumed that
battery and sensor technology would have “priority in the “radial off-set” requirement.

BATTERY TECHNOLOGY

The commercial battery industry is undergoing many changes. Some are environmental
given many of the chemicals that are normally involved, while some are being driven by
the wireless communication and portable computing markets. For example, most laptop
computers are now using Lithium-based chemistries. The HSTSS team always conducted
market research with a focus toward commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) technologies that
could either be modified or qualified for high-g environments. If that was the case, then
additional investments were made. The first example is the modification of solid polymer
lithium primary and secondary battery technologies. Because the electrolyte material is a
solid, the effects of spin and shock could be mitigated, whereas liquid electrolytes would
centrifuge or move under high loads. In short, laptop/cell phone battery technology has
been qualified for 100,000 g’s and high centrifugal loads. Since the electrolyte is solid
and since the cell structure is relatively simple, great progress has been achieved.
Batteries have been built and flight tested for 120mm Kinetic Energy (KE) projectile



tracer wells, NATO-compatible artillery fuzes, and 2.75” missiles. Polymer lithium
batteries have been developed and tested in conformal shapes and can be positioned with
radial offset. The centerline positions will be reserved for sensors.

TELEMETRY TRANSMITTERS

The second COTS development case centered on the application of cell phone transmitter
technology for use as a modular family of telemetry transmitter components. The HSTSS
team realized that RF houses were using the same device technology and manufacturing
methods to support both the US and European wireless communication markets (900
MHz and 2.6 GHz). If the IRIG standards could be met, then L and S-band transmitters
could be produced using the same devices. The HSTSS team along with industry
conducted an engineering study, and it was concluded that the commercial technologies
could attain the IRIG standards. As such, the HSTSS transmitter contract was
competitively awarded to M/A-COM, whose transmitter solution was based upon their
commercial products. The HSTSS and M/A-COM team has subsequently teamed to
design and test transmitter products based upon commercial technologies for design,
fabrication, and packaging.

SENSORS

Over the last ten years, exciting sensor developments have been sponsored by the
Defense Advanced Research Project Agency (DARPA) with an emerging technology
called microelectromechanical systems (MEMS). The processes and procedures used to
manufacture complex integrated circuits can be used to create micron-sized mechanical
structures. The first generation of MEMS sensors have been developed for the
automotive market and consisted of beams, tuning forks, and diaphragms that sense linear
and angular acceleration and pressure. These sensors have many of the characteristics
desirable for the HSTSS program, except that automobiles do not exactly have the
dynamics of gun-launched projectiles. Sensors for linear acceleration, angular rate,
pressure, and position are needed for both in-bore and free flight measurements.

The most dramatic example of leveraging has been through the DARPA sponsored
efforts in MEMS. Automotive air bags are deployed using MEMS accelerometers where
the electronics are highly integrated into the sensor module. The cost of these
accelerometers is less than $10/axis due to large production quantities. Early efforts by
the HSTSS team demonstrated that 5, 50, and 500 g MEMS accelerometers could survive
over-shocks common to gun launch yet still make excellent in-flight measurements.
Concerted efforts were made to establish the HSTSS program as a demonstration partner
with DARPA programs that must show DoD application and use. DARPA is presently
sponsoring MEMS technology efforts in magnetometers (for spin and “heading”



measurements), multiple axis angular rate sensors, and high-g accelerometers. If these
efforts mature, then HSTSS will be in a position to qualify these devices without having
to shoulder the entire development cost.

A chart is provided that shows how the use of automotive MEMS products could be used
for Army munitions (ballistic defense not included). Except for the Long Range munition
programs there are many application points.

GPS TECHNOLOGY

The HSTSS program will attempt to integrate GPS technology from either tactical
munition developments or from the commercial market. The difficulty of high-g launch
environments is being treated by tactical munition developments, and HSTTS does not
anticipate substantial investments in GPS receiver technology for gun-launched
applications. In fact, projectile programs such as the Navy are 5-inch Extended Range
Guided Munition (ERGM) and the Army’s 155mm XM982 use GPS-inertially aided
navigation systems. It is the HSTSS plan to embed die level transmitter and data
acquisition devices to downlink the navigation solution. The HSTSS program has not
been tasked to provide GPS tracking and overwatch, which would be redundant. HSTSS
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has been requested to provide GPS tracking for high dynamic and continuously rolling
2.75-inch missile and rocket platforms.

The Johns-Hopkins Applied Physics Laboratory (APL) has been retained to consult with
the HSTSS team to support the small missile/rocket tracking needs. A schematic of a
typical translator is provided. There is ample technology to support a COTS analog or
digital translator (transdigitizer).

A table is provided by which APL has estimated (using the launch and flight dynamics of
typical 2.75-inch platform) what the tracking accuracy would be. It is clear that
eventually a “digital” format will be needed to support encryption needs, but a series of
flight tests are planned to evaluate the level and type of GPS translator technology needed
for the 2.75-inch cases. These flights would be conducted using a HYDRA-70 free rocket
as a surrogate to the missile cases. It is also planned to incorporate the Advanced Missile
Instrumentation Package telemetry and inertial instruments (developed under CTEIP)
with the GPS system. These tests would be jointly conducted by ARL, NAWC- China
Lake, and APL.
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                HSTSS Tracking Options Summary for High Dynamic 2.75"
Rockets/Missiles

Option A Option B1 Option B2 Option C1 Option C2 Option D Option E

GPS Signal
Used

L1-C/A L1-C/A L1-C/A L1-P L1-P L1/L2-P L1/L2-P

Downlink BW
(MHz)

2.0 10.0 20.0 10.0 20.0 20.0 20.0

Correlator
Space (chips)

±0.5 ±0.1 ±0.05 ±0.5 ±0.5 ±0.5 ±0.5

Navigation
Type

Relative Relative Relative Relative Relative Relative Absolute

Reference
Station

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No

PPS
Processing

No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Prelaunch
Signal Needed

Maybe No No No No No No

Dual Freq
Data Blending

- - - - - Inverse
Variance

Iono
Cancel

Single-Pt
Range Error
(m)

2.61 1.19 0.85 0.51 0.38 0.40 1.52

Single-Pt
Height Error
(m)

5.22 2.38 1.70 1.02 0.76 0.80 3.04

Smoothing
Time for � 1m
Position Error
(sec)

27.25 5.66 2.89 1.04 1.00 1.00 9.24

CONCLUSION

The HSTSS program has a successful acquisition strategy due to the leveraging of COTS
technologies and other government investments. There are new initiatives being jointly
supported in many technology areas. Sister CTEIP and DARPA efforts are an intimate
part of the HSTSS acquisition strategy. The commercial concepts of cost and time to
market must clearly be present in the acquisition strategy of any munition program. The
HSTSS program has focused on the use/reconfiguration/
qualification of commercial technologies for batteries, sensors, transmitters, and high-
density packaging for electronics. Our next challenge will be to provide assembly and
calibration processes where the affordability of the final product is maintained.
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